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ABSTRACT
In eukaryotes, a family of related protein kinases (the ATM family) is involved in regulating cellular
responses to DNA damage and telomere length. In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, two members of this
family, TEL1 and MEC1, have functionally redundant roles in both DNA damage repair and telomere
length regulation. Strains with mutations in both genes are very sensitive to DNA damaging agents, have
very short telomeres, and undergo cellular senescence. We find that strains with the double mutant
genotype also have 80-fold increased rates of mitotic recombination and chromosome loss. In addition,
the tel1 mec1 strains have high rates of telomeric fusions, resulting in translocations, dicentrics, and circular
chromosomes. Similar chromosome rearrangements have been detected in mammalian cells with mutations
in ATM (related to TEL1) and ATR (related to MEC1) and in mammalian cells that approach cell crisis.
CANCER cells often have elevated rates of genome end-to-end chromosome fusions associated with short-instability of a variety of types including: (1) muta- ened telomeres (Pandita et al. 1995). Patients with ATM
tions and microsatellite alterations (MIN tumors), (2) are cancer prone (Shiloh 1997). Mutations in the struc-
chromosome nondisjunction (CIN tumors), and (3) turally related gene ATR are associated with embryonic
translocations and other chromosome rearrangements lethality and chromosomal fragmentation (Brown and
(Lengauer et al. 1998). Mutations in human genes in Baltimore 2000). ATM and ATR are proteins required
a variety of DNA repair pathways, including mismatch for checkpoint responses to DNA damaging agents, such
repair, DNA repair checkpoints, recombinational re- as the phosphorylation of a number of proteins that
pair, and nucleotide excision repair result in increased lead to cell cycle arrest in response to DNA damage
genome instability at the cellular level and increased (Shiloh 2001). It is likely that the elevated levels of
predisposition to cancer (Schar 2001). genome instability observed in strains with ATM or ATR
The telomeres of normal human cells shrink with each mutations reflect both inefficient repair of spontaneous
cell division (Harley 1995). When the telomeres reach DNA damage (such as double-stranded DNA breaks oc-
a certain critical length, the cells arrest in a state called curring during DNA replication) and defects in telo-
“senescence” (Hayflick and Moorhead 1961; Harley mere replication.
1995). When treated with transforming agents, some The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has genes related to
types of mammalian cells escape senescence (resuming ATM and ATR (Carr 1997; Keith and Schreiber 1999),
cell division), although most of these cells will subse- TEL1 (Greenwell et al. 1995; Morrow et al. 1995), and
quently die at a stage called “crisis.” The transition to MEC1/ESR1 (Kato and Ogawa 1994; Weinert et al.
crisis is associated with elevated genome instability in- 1994), respectively. Strains with single mutations in
cluding the formation of dicentric and ring chromo- MEC1, but not TEL1, are sensitive to DNA damaging
somes (Counter et al. 1992). These aberrations are agents and fail to arrest the cell cycle in response to
thought to be a consequence of the very short telomeres DNA damage or inhibition of DNA synthesis (Weinert
in the cells that have escaped the senescent state. et al. 1994). Tel1p appears to have a role in the repair
One important gene in the regulation of genome sta- of DNA damage that is functionally redundant with that
bility in mammalian cells is ATM, the gene mutated in of Mec1p because tel1 mec1 double mutant strains are
patients with ataxia telangiectasia (Shiloh 1997). The more sensitive to DNA damaging agents than are mec1
cellular phenotypes in human cells lacking ATM include strains (Morrow et al. 1995; Sanchez et al. 1996; Usui
sensitivity to DNA damaging agents, elevated levels of et al. 2001) and an extra copy of TEL1 partially sup-
mitotic recombination (Meyn 1993), and increased presses the DNA damage sensitivity of mec1 strains (Mor-
row et al. 1995). Strains with the tel1 mutation have
greatly shortened telomeres, but do not undergo senes-
1Corresponding author: Department of Biology, University of North cence (Lustig and Petes 1986). Although the effectCarolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280.
E-mail: tompetes@email.unc.edu of the mec1 mutation on telomere length is subtle, strains
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with the tel1 mec1 double mutant genotype undergo chromosomes may be causally related to the elevated
rates of chromosome instability and the senescence phe-cellular senescence with approximately the same kinet-
ics as observed in strains that lack telomerase (Ritchie notype associated with the tel1 mec1 mutant.
et al. 1999).
Strains with mec1 mutations have multiple phenotypes
MATERIALS AND METHODS
in addition to their sensitivity to DNA damaging agents
including: (1) defective regulation of nucleotide pools Strain constructions: All of the strains used in this study,
except DFS188, were isogenic with W303a (a ade2-1 his3-11,15(Zhao et al. 1998), (2) defective meiotic checkpoints
ura3-1 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 rad5-535; Thomas and Rothsteinand regulation of recombination (Kato and Ogawa 1994;
1989; Fan et al. 1996) except for changes introduced by trans-
Lydall et al. 1996; Grushcow et al. 1999), (3) loss of formation or crosses with isogenic strains; all strains were
telomeric silencing (Craven and Petes 2000), (4) in- RAD5. The genotypes of these haploid strains are in Table 1.
The genotype of the unrelated haploid DFS188 is a ura3-52ability to redistribute silencing proteins from the telo-
leu2-3,112 lys2 his3 arg8::hisG (Sia et al. 2000). Diploids TPY100,meres to the sites of double-strand DNA breaks (McAinsh
TPY101, and MD150 were made by crossing DFS188 to RCY-et al. 1999; Mills et al. 1999), (5) deficiency in regulating
308-10d:CR19, RCY308-10d:CR2, and RCY308-10d:CR18, re-
the firing of DNA replication origins in response to spectively.
reduced nucleotide pools (Santocanale and Diffley Diploids to monitor mitotic recombination and chromo-
some loss were constructed by the following crosses: RCY3171998), (6) reduced ability to prevent breakdown of DNA
(RCY308-3a  RCY308-3d), RCY318 (RCY308-2b  RCY308-7b),replication forks stalled as a consequence of DNA dam-
RCY319 (RCY308-1d  RCY308-4a), RCY320 (RCY308-11a age (Tercero and Diffley 2001), and (7) accumulated
RCY308-10d), RCY328 (RCY324-21c  RCY324-4c), RCY332
small single-stranded DNA synthesis intermediates (Mer- (RCY329-9b  RCY329-5a), RCY333 (RCY327-3c  RCY327-9a),
rill and Holm 1999). At least some of the phenotypes RCY339 (RCY337-6c  RCY337-12c), RCY340 (RCY337-3d 
RCY337-4b), and RCY342 (RCY337-26a  RCY337-24b).associated with the mec1 mutation are likely to reflect
Mitotic recombination and chromosome loss assays: Mitoticthe protein kinase activity associated with Mec1p, since
recombination and chromosome loss were measured in dip-a number of proteins involved in DNA replication and
loids heterozygous for the recessive can1 and hom3 markers
DNA repair, such as Rad53p (Sanchez et al. 1996) and (Figure 1). For each rate estimate, we measured the frequen-
replication protein A (Brush et al. 1996), are phosphor- cies of Canr Thr (mitotic recombination events) and Canr
Thr (chromosome loss events) cells in 15–20 independentylated in a Mec1p- and/or Tel1p-dependent manner
cultures. From these frequency measurements, we calculated(Lowndes and Murguia 2000). The observation that
rates of mitotic recombination and chromosome loss usingsome substrates undergo both Mec1p-dependent and
the method of the median (Lea and Coulson 1949). We
Tel1p-dependent phosphorylation is consistent with the calculated 95% confidence intervals on these rate estimates
finding that these proteins appear to have similar in vitro as described previously (Wierdl et al. 1996). Similar methods
were used in haploid strains to obtain the forward mutationkinase activities (Mallory and Petes 2000; Paciotti et
rates at the CAN1 locus (Kokoska et al. 2000).al. 2000).
Sequence analysis of can1 mutations: To determine the na-The possible functional redundancy of Tel1p and
ture of the mutation in canavanine-resistant isolates, we exam-
Mec1p in the repair of certain types of DNA damage is ined 10–20 independent canavanine-resistant derivatives of
also argued by an analysis of gross chromosomal re- each strain. We first performed PCR analysis using primers
derived from the 5- and 3-ends of CAN1 to determine whetherarrangements (GCR; Myung et al. 2001b). GCR are
the gene was present. If a DNA fragment of the expecteddetected as events that lead to the simultaneous loss of
size (1.7 kb) was present (class 1 mutation), the gene wastwo closely linked genes (Chen et al. 1998). Among the
sequenced at the UNC Automated Sequencing Facility. If no
GCR events detected in tel1 mec1 strains were deletions PCR product was produced (class 2 mutants), we did addi-
associated with addition of telomeric repeats and trans- tional PCR reactions using primers derived from the region
centromere distal to CAN1 and from the 10-kb region betweenlocations with nonhomologous chromosomes (Myung
CAN1 and PCM1 (the essential gene closest to the telomereet al. 2001b). The rate of GCR in wild-type strains is very
of VL). None of the mutant derivatives retained any of thelow, about 4  1010/division. This rate is not elevated
DNA sequences distal to CAN1; all had breakpoints between
in tel1 strains, but is elevated 200-fold in mec1 sml1 CAN1 and PCM1. The sequences of the primer pairs used for
strains; strains with the tel1 mec1 sml1 genotype have an this analysis are available on request (rolf@email.unc.edu).
The fusion partners of these translocated chromosomesextremely high rate of GCR, 12,000-fold higher than
were identified using an “arbitrary” PCR strategy (Chen et al.that of wild type (Myung et al. 2001b).
1998; Myung et al. 2001a,b). Ten PCR reactions were per-Below, we examine the effects of the tel1 and mec1
formed with each derivative. Each reaction contained one
using several different assays for genome stability. We primer derived from the VL breakpoint and one of the arbitrary
show that tel1 mec1 double mutant diploid strains have primers designed by Chen et al. (1998) and Myung et al.
(2001b). The specific primers that were used were: ARB1,greatly elevated levels of chromosome loss and mitotic
ARB4, ARB5, ARB6, ARBG, ARBA, ARBT, ARBC, ARBT1,recombination. In addition, we demonstrate that tel1
and ARBT2. Purified genomic DNA was amplified under low-mec1 haploid strains have a high rate of novel chromo-
stringency conditions (5 cycles of 95, 30 sec; 30, 30 sec;
some aberrations. Many of these aberrations involve the 68, 2.5 min) followed by higher-stringency amplification (30
fusion of telomeric repeats, resulting in dicentric and cycles of 95, 30 sec; 55, 30 sec; 68, 2 min). After the first
round of PCR, the products were then amplified again usingcircular chromosomes. We suggest that these aberrant
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a primer directed to the “tag” sequence (ARB2; Chen et al. cent “survivors” by a recombination-dependent mecha-
1998) and a second VL primer located 100 bp closer to the nism (Lundblad and Blackburn 1993; Ritchie et al.
chromosomal breakpoint.
1999). Type I survivors have amplified subtelomeric re-Two sets of control reactions were performed: amplification
peats, whereas type II survivors have amplified polyof genomic DNA from a strain harboring an intact VL chromo-
some and amplification of DNA from an isolate lacking the (G1-3T) sequences (Teng and Zakian 1999). In our ex-
entire VL region telomere proximal to the PCM1 gene. These periments, both tlc1 and tel1 mec1 strains were type I
controls reduced the number of false positives, reflecting PCR postsenescent survivors.
artifacts. DNA fragments that were specific to the class 2 cana-
Mitotic recombination and chromosome loss: Wevanine-resistant mutant strains were excised from the gel, puri-
used a standard assay for measuring mitotic recombina-fied, and sequenced. Sequences were aligned using the BLAST
sequence analysis program in the Stanford University Saccharo- tion and chromosome loss (Hartwell and Smith
myces Genome Database (SGD). 1985). All diploids used in these experiments were het-
Gel electrophoresis and Southern analysis: For standard erozygous for mutations in CAN1 and HOM3, two mark-
Southern analysis, DNA was isolated (Guthrie and Fink 1991)
ers located on opposite arms of chromosome V. Haploidfrom cells grown in liquid (5 ml) YPD cultures at 30. DNA
strains with the can1 mutation are sensitive to the drugwas treated with various restriction enzymes and the resulting
fragments were separated by electrophoresis using 0.8% aga- canavanine and hom3 strains require threonine. Since
rose gel. Standard conditions of hybridization were used. Hy- can1 and hom3 are recessive mutations, the diploid
bridization probes were prepared by PCR amplification of strains are sensitive to Cans and Thr. Loss of the copy
yeast genomic DNA. For analysis of the dicentric chromosome
of chromosome V with the wild-type alleles for thesein RCY308-10d:CR19, we used PCR fragments derived from
markers (Figure 1a) results in a strain that is Canr andVL (P1, generated using primers 5-GGATGATCTTGGAG
ATCGC and 5-GAGTCCAATTAGCTTCATCG) and XVL (P2, Thr. In contrast, mitotic recombination (Figure 1b)
generated using primers 5-GGAATTTCGTTCCAACATCAA results in strains that are Canr, but Thr.
TACC and 5-CTAGTTAAGCGAGCATGTC); P1 includes chro- Two further points concerning the mitotic recombi-
mosome V sequences 3207–3500, and P2 has chromosome
nation assay should be mentioned. First, the event dia-XV sequences 41416–42014 (numbering system of SGD). For
grammed in Figure 1b is a reciprocal mitotic crossover.analysis of the circular chromosome in RCY308-10d:CR18, we
used a PCR fragment derived from VR (primers 5-GAAAGTA Other types of mitotic recombination (gene conversion
TAATGGAGCAC and 5-TACACAGACCATACATTAG); this unassociated with crossingover or break-induced recom-
fragment includes chromosome V sequences 569035–569500. bination) could produce a strain with the same pheno-
A hybridization probe specific for the Y subtelomeric repeats
type (Paques and Haber 1999). Second, a Canr Thrwas prepared as described by Craven and Petes (1999).
strain could also arise as a consequence of a mutationFor analysis of intact chromosomes, we employed the meth-
or deletion of the wild-type CAN1 gene. Since mutationods described by Guthrie and Fink (1991). Both transverse
alternating-field electrophoresis (TAFE; Beckman GeneLine) and deletion rates are several orders of magnitude less
and contour-clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF; Bio- than the observed mitotic recombination rates, the con-
Rad CHEF Mapper) setups were used. Yeast chromosome size tribution of these mechanisms is negligible.standards were purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly,
The rates of chromosome loss and mitotic recombina-MA). The chromosome V-specific hybridization probe was
tion (Table 2) were determined as described in materi-P1 (described above). The chromosome VIII-specific probe
containing ARG4 sequences was obtained by PCR amplifica- als and methods. We examined the effects of two dif-
tion of genomic DNA with the primers ARG4-Bcl I-F (5-TGAT ferent mec1 mutations: mec1-21, a haploid-viable allele
CAAGTTGTTACCGATTTGAGA) and ARG4-Bgl II-R (5-TTG (Sanchez et al. 1996) with a point mutation located
TCCGAATCTCGAATCGATCTTTTG).
outside of the kinase domain (Craven and Petes 2000;
Mallory and Petes 2000), and mec1-, a complete dele-
tion of MEC1 that is inviable without an accompanyingRESULTS
sml1 mutation (Zhao et al. 1998). The null mutation
The purpose of these experiments was to monitor the had a stronger effect on both mitotic recombination and
effect of tel1 and mec1 mutations on the rates of several chromosome loss rates, elevating both rates 10-fold.
classes of genomic alterations including mitotic recom- Similar effects have been observed in independent ex-
bination, chromosome loss, and mutation. Mitotic re- periments by Klein (2001). Strains with either tel1 or
combination and chromosome loss rates were analyzed sml1 single mutations had approximately wild-type rates
in diploid strains and mutation rates were determined of chromosome loss and mitotic exchange, although tel1
in haploid strains. The genetic backgrounds of all strains mutants have slightly (3-fold) elevated rates of mitotic
were isogenic with W303a except for the mutational recombination and chromosome loss in other genetic
alterations described (Table 1). Since tel1 mec1 strains backgrounds (Greenwell et al. 1995). Strains with the
have very short telomeres and a senescent phenotype, as tel1 mec1-21 or tel1 mec1- sml1 genotypes had 80- to
a control, we also examined the same classes of genomic 90-fold elevations in the rates of both mitotic recombina-
alterations in tlc1 strains that lack telomerase (Singer tion and chromosome loss. These rates are greater than
and Gottschling 1994). Both tlc1 and tel1 mec1 strains expected for additive or multiplicative effects of the
undergo cellular senescence (Singer and Gottsch- single mutations.
As described above, tel1 mec1 strains continuouslyling 1994; Ritchie et al. 1999), and produce postsenes-
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TABLE 1
Haploid strains derived from W303a
Strain name Relevant genotypea Construction or reference
HLK1042-1C  CAN1 hom3-10 RAD5 H. L. Klein
Y602 mec1-::HIS3  pBAD45 (MEC1 gene on CEN-URA3- Desany et al. (1998)
containing plasmid)
MC42-2d CAN1 RAD5 MC42 (W303a  HLK1042-1C) spore
JMY314-1a sml1-::HIS3 RAD5 JMY314 spore (Mallory and Petes 2000)
KRY97  xrs2::kanMX Ritchie and Petes (2000)
KRY229-9a tlc1-::LEU2 KRY229 spore (Ritchie et al. 1999)
RCY269-12b mec1-21 scs2-::HIS3 TELXVL::URA3 RAD5 RCY269 spore (Craven and Petes 2001)
RCY278-1b tel1-::kanMX mec1-21 RAD5 TELXVL::URA3 RCY278 spore (Craven and Petes 2001)
RCY306-6b mecl-21 CAN1 hom3-10 RAD5 RCY306 (RCY269-12b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY307-4a rad9-::kanMX RAD5 TELXVL::URA3 Craven and Petes (2001)
RCY308-1c  tel1-::kanMX CAN1 hom3-10 RAD5 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY308-1d  tel1-::kanMX CAN1 RAD5 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY308-2b mec1-21 hom3-10 RAD5 TELXVL::URA3 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY308-3a CAN1 RAD5 TELXVL::URA3 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY308-3d  hom3-10 RAD5 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY308-4a tel1-::kanMX hom3-10 RAD5 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY308-7b  mec1-21 CAN1 RAD5 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY308-10d  tel1-::kanMX mec1-21 CAN1 RAD5 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY308-11a tel1-::kanMX mec1-21 hom3-10 RAD5 TELXVL::URA3 RCY308 (RCY278-1b  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY324-4c  tlc1-::LEU2 CAN1 RAD5 RCY324 (KRY229-9a  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY324-21c tlc1-::LEU2 hom3-10 RAD5 RCY324 (KRY229-9a  HLK1042-1C) spore
RCY325-25a  xrs2::kanMX CAN1 hom3-10 RAD5 RCY325 (RCY306-6b  KRY97) spore
RCY327-3c rad9::kanMX hom3-10 RAD5 RCY327 (RCY307-4a  RCY325-25a) spore
RCY327-9a  rad9::kanMX CAN1 RAD5 RCY327 (RCY307-4a  RCY325-25a) spore
RCY329-5a  tel1-::kanMX rad9::kanMX hom3-10 RAD5 RCY329 (RCY307-4a  RCY308-1c) spore
RCY329-9b tel1-::kanMX rad9::kanMX CAN1 RAD5 RCY329 (RCY307-4a  RCY308-1c) spore
RCY335-2c mec1-::HIS3 sml1-::HIS3 RAD5 RCY335 (Y602  JMY314-1a) spore
RCY337-3d tel1-::kanMX mec1-::HIS3 sml1-::HIS3 CAN1 RAD5 RCY337 (RCY335-2c  RCY308-1c) spore
RCY337-4b  tel1-::kanMX mec1-::HIS3 sml1-::HIS3 hom3-10 RAD5 RCY337 (RCY335-2c  RCY308-1c) spore
RCY337-6c mec1-::HIS3 sml1-::HIS3 CAN1 RAD5 RCY337 (RCY335-2c  RCY308-1c) spore
RCY337-12c  mec1-::HIS3 sml1-::HIS3 hom3-10 RAD5 RCY337 (RCY335-2c  RCY308-1c) spore
RCY337-24b  sml1-::HIS3 hom3-10 RAD5 RCY337 (RCY335-2c  RCY308-1c) spore
RCY337-26a sml1-::HIS3 CAN1 RAD5 RCY337 (RCY335-2c  RCY308-1c) spore
a All strains are isogenic with W303a (Thomas and Rothstein 1989) except for changes introduced by transformation. Only
differences from the progenitor genotype of W303a (a leu2-3,112 his3-11 ura3-1 ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 rad5-535) are shown in
the “Relevant genotype” column.
shorten their telomeres and undergo cellular senes- tel1 rad9 strain had nearly wild-type rates of chromo-
some loss and mitotic exchange. In addition, the tel1cence (Ritchie et al. 1999). To determine whether this
phenotype was relevant to the genomic instability ob- mutation suppresses the elevated rate of chromosome
loss observed in the rad9 strain. Although the interpreta-served in tel1 mec1 cells, we also examined the rates of
mitotic recombination and chromosome loss in strains tion of this observation is not clear, it is possible that
the rad9 mutation results in DNA lesions that are trans-lacking telomerase (tlc1 strains). The tlc1 mutation had
only modest (threefold) effects, indicating that the ele- duced by competing Mec1p- and Tel1p-dependent path-
ways. If Mec1p transduces the signal more efficientlyvated rates of genome instability in the tel1 mec1 cells
are not solely attributable to a deficiency in telomere than Tel1p, then loss of Tel1p might result in a more
efficient checkpoint response and a decreased rate oflength regulation.
Since the mec1 mutation results in a DNA damage chromosome loss.
Mutator phenotype: We also examined mutation ratescheckpoint deficiency, we also determined whether a
mutation in a different checkpoint gene, RAD9 (Wein- in haploid tel1 mec1 strains and several other relevant geno-
types using the standard CAN1 forward mutation assayert 1998), would have similar effects. Mutant rad9
strains had slightly elevated mitotic recombination rates that we have employed in previous studies (Kokoska et
al. 2000). Mutations that inactivate Can1p, an arginineand substantially elevated chromosome loss rates (Table
2), as reported previously (Weinert and Hartwell permease, result in strains that are resistant to canavan-
ine. The mutation rate data are shown in Table 3. All1990). In contrast to the tel1 mec1 strain, however, the
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gene and loss of all DNA sequences distal to CAN1 on
chromosome V. As discussed below, many of the class
2 alterations were fusions of the deleted copy of chromo-
some V to DNA sequences derived from a different
homolog. Class 2 mutations represented most of the
canavanine-resistant derivatives in the tel1 mec1 strains
(Table 4).
We analyzed the class 2 mutations using the methods
developed by Chen et al. (1998). The CAN1 locus is
located on the left arm of chromosome V 32 kb from
the telomere. Since no essential genes are distal to
CAN1, deletions or chromosomal rearrangments that
delete all of the sequences from CAN1 to the end of
the chromosome are haploid viable. The first essential
gene centromere proximal to CAN1 is PCM1 (located
44 kb from the telomere). Consequently, to determine
the region of chromosome V that was retained in the
class 2 mutations, we performed PCR using pairs of
primers located centromere distal to CAN1 and at 1-kb
intervals between PCM1 and CAN1. All class 2 mutant
strains lacked all of the DNA sequences centromere
distal to CAN1 and had a breakpoint somewhere be-
tween CAN1 and PCM1.
Figure 1.—Assay for chromosome loss and mitotic recombi- To identify the non-chromosome V sequences at the
nation in diploid yeast strains. Diploids heterozygous for the fusion breakpoint, we then performed 10 additional
recessive mutations can1 and hom3 are sensitive to the drug
PCR reactions (details in materials and methods).canavanine and do not require threonine. (a) Loss of the
All reactions contained one primer in common, achromosome containing the wild-type alleles for these markers
results in derivatives that are Canr and Thr. (b) A mitotic primer with the most centromere-distal chromosome V
crossover between the CAN1 locus and the centromere, cou- sequences. The second primer (a pool of degenerate
pled with segregation of the homologs with the can1 mutation, primers; Chen et al. 1998; Myung et al. 2001b) waswill generate derivatives that are Canr, but Thr. Other types
unique to each reaction. For example, one such primerof mitotic recombination events (gene conversion or break-
(ARB1; Chen et al. 1998) had the sequence: 5-GGCCAinduced recombination) can yield the same product.
CGCGTCGACTAGTACNNNNNNNNNNGATAT, with
N representing an equal mixture of the four bases; the
20 base pairs at the 5-end of the primer act as a tagrates are averages of rates from two experiments, involv-
for a second round of PCR. Following the first rounding at least 15 independent cultures/experiment.
of PCR with the 10 reactions, a second round of nestedSingle mec1, tel1, or sml1 mutations had no significant
PCR was performed. DNA fragments that were uniquemutator phenotype. In contrast, strains of the tel1
to the class 2 mutants were sequenced.mec1-21 or tel1 mec1- sml1- genotypes had strong (50-
The DNA sequences for 13 class 2 mutants are shownto 200-fold) mutator effects. Strains with the tlc1 muta-
in Figure 2. In all of these strains, we observed DNAtion had a substantial (8-fold) mutator phenotype, but
sequences derived from chromosome VL (breakpointsthe effects of tlc1 were much more modest than those ob-
varying between 32444 and 42860) fused to DNA se-served for the tel1 mec1 strains. The rad9 mutation had
quences derived from a different chromosome or theno mutator phenotype as a single mutation or in combi-
opposite end of the same chromosome. As observed innation with tel1.
other studies (Chen et al. 1998; Myung et al. 2001a,b),We also analyzed sequence alterations at the CAN1
some of these fusions involved a small amount of DNAlocus in a number of independent canavanine-resistant
sequence homology at the fusion junction (indicatedderivatives in the wild-type and mutant strains (Table
by underlining in Figure 2), whereas other fusions in-4). By PCR analysis (described in materials and meth-
volved no detectable homology; the lack of substantialods), we first determined whether the CAN1 locus was
sequence homology at the breakpoints indicates thatdeleted. Class 1 mutants retained the locus, and subse-
the fusions involve nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ)quent sequence analysis indicated that these mutants
pathways rather than homologous recombinationhad a point mutation or frameshift within CAN1. Class
(Paques and Haber 1999). In 12 of the 13 class 2 mu-1 alterations were the primary type of change observed
tants, the fusions involved chromosomal sequences. Inin wild-type, mec1, tel1, and tlc1 strains. Class 2 mutants
were strains with deletions of all or part of the CAN1 one mutant (RCY337-3d:CR7), DNA sequences derived
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TABLE 2
Mitotic recombination and chromosome loss rates in diploid strains
Normalized Normalized
Mitotic recomb. mit. recomb. Chrom. loss rates chrom. loss
Genotype (strain name)a rates (95% CL)b ratesc (95% CL)b ratesc
Wild type (RCY317) 2.7  105 (2.4–3.1) 1 2.5  106 (1.1–3.4) 1
2.8  105 (2.7–3.3) 2.8  106 (1.8–4.3)
mec1-21 (RCY318) 5.0  105 (4.7–6.8) 2 1.8  105 (1.3–2.1) 8
6.3  105 (5.7–7.8) 2.3  105 (1.8–3.0)
mec1- sml1- (RCY339) 2.7  104 (2.4–3.0) 10 4.3  105 (2.7–5.1) 13
2.7  104 (2.2–3.2) 2.9  105 (2–4.6)
sml1- (RCY342) 3.1  105 (2.7–4.4) 1.4 5.5  106 (4.7–6.7) 1.7
4.9  105 (4.4–5.2) 3.6  106 (1.9–5.1)
tel1- (RCY319) 3.4  105 (2.9–3.7) 1.2 7.6  106 (6.3–8.3) 2.3
3.2  105 (2.5–3.6) 4.8  106 (3.4–6.3)
tel1- mec1-21 (RCY320) 2.2  103 (1.2–2.9) 79 2.7  104 (1.5–5.6) 81
2.1  103 (1.4–3.5) 1.6  104 (0.5–3.2)
tel1- mec1- sml1- (RCY340) 2.6  103 (1.9–4.7) 86 2.0  104 (1.6–3.2) 89
2.2  103 (1.7–4.1) 2.7  104 (1.6–3.2)
tlc1- (RCY328) 1.0  104 (0.8–1.8) 3.4 1.0  105 (0.3–2.4) 3.1
8.9  105 (6.2–24) 6.5  106 (3.5–9.3)
rad9 (RCY333) 6.7  105 (6.3–7.2) 2.2 3.3  105 (2.2–3.7) 13
5.6  105 (4.8–6.3) 3.4  105 (2.8–3.9)
tel1- rad9 (RCY332) 2.3  105 (1.5–2.5) 0.9 1.1  105 (0.7–1.4) 3.6
2.6  105 (2.3–2.8) 8.3  106 (5.8–8.7)
a All strains are homozygous for the indicated mutation and heterozygous for the can1 and hom3-10 alleles
as indicated in Figure 1.
b For each genotype, two independent rate measurements were done. For each rate measurement, we
measured the frequencies of Canr Thr cells (representing chromosome loss events) and the frequencies of
Canr Thr cells (representing mitotic recombination events) in at least 15 independent cultures. These fre-
quencies were converted to rates using the method of the median (Lea and Coulson 1949). We calculated
95% confidence limits as described previously (Wierdl et al. 1996). Although we assume that the Canr Thr
cells reflect chromosome loss events (Hartwell and Smith 1985), we cannot rule out the possibility that a
fraction of these cells result from concerted double crossover events.
c The average rate for each mutant strain was divided by the average rate found in the wild-type strain.
from the 2 plasmid were fused to chromosome V se- tion of a dicentric chromosome plus an acentric frag-
ment or a circular chromosome (as discussed below).quences; a similar fusion was also observed by Chen
and Kolodner (1999). In 5 of the 12 class 2 mutants Types of chromosome rearrangments that could lead
to class 2 mutations are shown in Figure 3, a–d. In someinvolving chromosomal sequences, the breakpoints
were in the telomeric repeats [poly(G1-3T)/poly(C1-3A)] cases, the chromosomes expected in the canavanine-
resistant derivative depend on the location of theor in the subtelomeric X and Y repeats.
Another variable was the relative orientation of the breakpoint. For example, in Figure 3b, if the breakpoint
results in loss of essential DNA sequences from the di-fusions. Every single-stranded yeast DNA sequence (writ-
ten 5 to 3) can be oriented toward the centromere or centric chromosome, the nontranslocated derivative
must segregate with the dicentric to recover a viabletoward the telomere by using information in the Stan-
ford Genome Database. On the basis of the orientation canavanine-resistant derivative. Alternatively, if the re-
combination/fusion involves telomeric sequences (Fig-of the DNA sequences at the breakpoints, six of the
fusions had sequences that were oriented in the same ure 3c), strains that have only the dicentric chromosome
would be viable. It should be pointed out that two mech-direction on each side of the breakpoint and, thus,
would be expected to reflect the formation of two mono- anisms could generate canavanine-resistant strains with
a fusion between telomeric sequences and chromosomecentric chromosomes. Six fusions had sequences ori-
ented in opposite directions on each side of the VL: fusion with the telomere of a nonhomologous chro-
mosome (Figure 3c) or an intrachromosomal fusionbreakpoint and would be expected to reflect the forma-
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TABLE 3
Forward mutation rates at the CAN1 locus in haploid strains
Mutation rates Rate
in duplicate experiments normalized to
Genotype (strain name)a (95% confidence limits)b Av. rate wild-type rate
Wild type (RCY308-3a) 2.4  107 (1.8–3.6) 2.4  107 1
2.3  107 (2.1–2.6)
mec1-21 (RCY308-7b) 3.0  107 (2.5–3.8) 3.1  107 1.3
3.2  107 (2.9–3.9)
mec1- sml1- (RCY337-6c) 4.7  107 (4.2–5.0) 4.9  107 2.0
5.1  107 (4.4–5.8)
sml1- (RCY337-26a) 2.4  107 (1.8–2.9) 2.9  107 1.2
3.3  107 (2.7–3.7)
tel1- (RCY308-1d) 3.1  107 (2.7–3.5) 3.4  107 1.4
3.7  107 (3.0–4.8)
tel1- mec1-21 (RCY308-10d) 1.1  105 (0.9–1.6) 1.4  105 58
1.6  105 (1.2–1.9)
tel1- mec1- sml1- (RCY337-3d) 5.0  105 (3.5–6.9) 5.3  105 221
5.5  105 (1.4–7.2)
tlc1- (RCY324-4c) 1.2  106 (0.7–3.1) 2.0  106 8
2.7  106 (1.7–4.5)
rad9 (RCY327-9a) 1.4  107 (1.2–1.7) 1.6  107 0.7
1.7  107 (2.7–3.4)
tel1- rad9 (RCY329-9b) 3.2  107 (2.5–3.5) 3.1  107 1.3
3.0  107 (2.7–3.4)
a All strains are CAN1 derivatives of W303a (Thomas and Rothstein 1989); complete genotypes are given
in Table 1.
b For each experiment, the frequency of canavanine-resistant mutant cells in at least 15 independent cultures
was measured. These frequencies were converted to rates using the method of the median (Lea and Coulson
1949). We calculated 95% confidence limits as described previously (Wierdl et al. 1996).
resulting in formation of a circular molecule (Figure our sequence of the fusion junction and the restriction
maps derived from the untranslocated chromosomes.3d). Although (as described below) we demonstrated
one example of both types of telomeric fusions, we have In contrast, RCY308-10d:CR2 had the DNA fragments
predicted from unrearranged copies of chromosomesnot distinguished these two possibilities for most of the
telomeric fusions. Circularization of chromosomes has V and XV (data not shown).
We also showed genetic linkage between chromo-been observed in Schizosaccharomyces pombe strains with
mutations in homologs of TEL1 and MEC1 (Naito et some V and XV markers in a diploid (TPY100) formed
by mating RCY308-10d:CR19 (can1 ARG8) with DFS188al. 1998).
Physical and genetic analysis of a class 2 strain with (CAN1 arg8). Since the ARG8 gene is located 60 kb
from the left telomere of chromosome XV, both hetero-a fusion between chromosome VL and XVL sequences
(RCY308-10d:CR19) and a class 1 control strain (RCY308- zygous markers are near the putative fusion breakpoint.
For strains heterozygous for two unlinked markers, in10d:CR2): Since PCR amplification with degenerate
primers might produce DNA fragments artifactually, we which at least one marker is also unlinked to the centro-
mere, the expected ratio of parental ditype (PD) todid several experiments to confirm our conclusions with
one class 1 (RCY308-10d:CR2) and one class 2 (RCY308- nonparental ditype (NPD) to tetratype (T) tetrads is
1:1:4; linkage is indicated by a significant excess of PD10d:CR19) mutant. The orientation of the fusion se-
quences in RCY308-10d:CR19 (Figure 2b) would be ex- tetrads over NPD tetrads. Of 18 tetrads with four viable
spores derived from TPY100, 17 were PD tetrads and 1pected to produce a dicentric chromosome with all of
the essential DNA sequences of both chromosome V was tetratype, indicating tight genetic linkage of markers
on nonhomologous chromosomes. As a control, weand XV translocation. We confirmed the structure of
the fusion junction by Southern analysis (Figure 4). The mated a class 1 mutant (RCY308-10d:CR2) with DFS188.
In this diploid strain (TPY101), we observed 6 PD, 3junction had the restriction fragments expected from
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TABLE 4
Types of mutations in canavanine-resistant isolatesa
No. of No. of class 1 No. of class 2
Genotypeb mutants analyzedc mutants (no. sequenced)d mutants (no. sequenced)e
Wild type 20 20 (20) 0 (0)
mec1-21 13 9 (8) 4 (0)
mec1- sml1- 20 16 (10) 4 (0)
tel1- 20 17 (7) 3 (0)
tel1- mec1-21 20 3 (3) 17 (7)
tel1- mec1- sml1- 20 1 (1) 19 (6)
tlc1- 35 34 (34) 1 (0)
a The sequences of the mutations and chromosome alterations in independent canavanine-resistant isolates
were determined as described in the text. The positions of the class 1 mutations and their specific sequences
are given on the Website: http://www.unc.edu/rolf/Home.txt.
b All strains are CAN1 derivatives of W303a (Thomas and Rothstein 1989); complete genotypes are given
in Table 1. The strain names used for each genotype are described in the text.
c This column represents the number of independent canavanine-resistant derivatives examined for the
presence of the CAN1 gene by PCR.
d This column represents the number of canavanine-resistant derivatives that retained the CAN1 gene (class
1 mutants) and the number of these derivatives that were sequenced (in parentheses).
e This column represents the number of canavanine-resistant derivatives that lost the CAN1 gene (class 2
mutants) and the number of these derivatives that were sequenced (in parentheses). The sequences of the
breakpoints of class 2 mutants are shown in Figure 2.
NPD, and 10 T tetrads. The segregation pattern in Figure 4a), by OFAGE analysis, we found that the VL-XVL
fusion chromosome in RCY308-10d:CR19 was 840 kbTPY101 indicates that the linkage between CAN1 and
ARG8 in RCY308-10d:CR19 is not a property of the (lane 2, Figure 5b). On the basis of these data, we sug-
gest that, following the initial formation of the dicentricprogenitor RCY308-10d strain. In summary, these re-
sults confirm the existence of a fusion between chromo- chromosome, there was a secondary chromosome rear-
rangment, yielding a V-XV translocation that lost somesome V and XV sequences in RCY308-10d:CR19.
Another observation suggestive of a chromosome ab- of the DNA sequences derived from XV.
Several additional points should be made concerningerration in RCY308-10d:CR19 was the pattern of spore
viability in TPY100. Of the tetrads dissected, the percent- the chromosome aberrations of RCY308-10d:CR19.
First, we do not know the exact nature of the V-XVages of tetrads with 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 viable spores were
7, 39, 32, 13, and 8, respectively; the total spore viability translocation. It is not clear whether the 840-kb V-XV
chromosome in RCY308-10d:CR19 is dicentric or be-was 56%. In contrast, in the diploid TPY101, the percent-
ages of tetrads with 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 viable spores were came monocentric as a consequence of the secondary
rearrangement; secondary rearrangements resulting in59, 19, 11, 6, and 5 (total spore viability of 81%). Poor
spore viability is expected in strains containing dicentric loss of one centromere from a dicentric have been de-
scribed previously in yeast (Neff and Burke 1992). Itchromosomes because the independent attachment of
microtubules to two centromeres can lead to loss or is also unclear whether the spore inviability patterns
observed in TP100 reflect recombination and segrega-fracture of the dicentric chromosome (Haber et al.
1984). Since similar patterns of spore inviability are also tion of a dicentric chromosome or recombination and
segregation of another type of chromosomal rearrange-observed in strains heterozygous for translocations
(Mikus and Petes 1982), however, these data are sug- ment (such as a heterozygous translocation). We also do
not know whether there are chromosome aberrationsgestive rather than conclusive.
We also examined the sizes of the chromosomes in in RCY308-10d:CR19, in addition to the one involving
chromosomes XV and V.strains RCY308-10d:CR2 and RCY308-10d:CR19 by gel
electrophoresis. The RCY308-10d:CR2 strain, as well as Physical and genetic analysis of a class 2 strain with a
circular chromosome (RCY308-10d:CR18): In RCY308-its TEL1 MEC1 derivative, has a chromosome V that
is slightly shorter than the “standard” chromosome V 10d:CR18, VL sequences were fused to poly(G1-3T) se-
quences derived from VR (Figure 2b). Such a fusion(Figure 5a). If the VL-XVL chromosome fusion in
RCY308-10d:CR19 involved all of the DNA sequences should result in a circular chromosome V. This conclu-
sion was confirmed by two types of analysis. First, weof chromosome XV (with loss of only the terminal
500 bp) and most of the DNA sequences of chromosome examined chromosome V using a CHEF gel (Figure 5c).
Although chromosome V from RCY308-10d:CR2 hadV (40705–576869), the dicentric would be 1600 kb.
Using a probe for VL sequences near the junction (P1, the expected mobility (lane 1), chromosome V from
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Figure 2.—DNA sequences at translocation/fusion breakpoints in canavanine-resistant mutants derived from tel1 mec1 strains.
Using methods described in the text, we determined the DNA sequences at the breakpoints between chromosome VL sequences
and DNA sequences derived from other chromosomes. Numbers in parentheses indicate the position of the breakpoint on each
of the two homologs (based on DNA sequence information from the Stanford Genome Database). Arrows indicate the orientation
of the chromosomal DNA sequences before the fusion event and point toward the telomeres. Capital letters indicate the sequences
found in the fusion fragment. Underscored letters show sequence identities. (a) DNA sequences derived from fusion fragments
in RCY337-3d (tel1 mec1- sml1-). (b) DNA sequences derived from fusion fragments in RCY308-10d (tel1 mec1-21).
RCY308-10d:CR18 remained trapped in the loading well repeats. The expected (Figure 6a) and observed (Figure
6b) sizes of the restriction fragments for a circular chro-(lane 2). The same membrane was rehybridized to a
chromosome VIII-specific probe (lanes 3 and 4) to dem- mosome were in good agreement. The confirmation of
the SfiI site near the VL-VR junction is a particularlyonstrate that other chromosomes in RCY308-10d:CR18
had the expected mobility. Since the trapping of circular convincing argument, since SfiI cuts very infrequently in
the yeast genome (Link and Olson 1991). In addition,yeast chromosomes in gel wells during OFAGE has been
described previously by Game et al. (1989), this result since RCY308-10d:CR18 lacks the DNA fragments char-
acteristic of the wild-type VR, the chromosome rearrange-is consistent with the presence of a circular chromosome
in RCY308-10d:CR18. ment does not represent a VR-VL fusion between two
linear copies of chromosome V. It should be notedWe also performed a standard Southern analysis using
a VR-specific probe (described in materials and meth- that, although the strongest band of hybridization in
the control strain is at the position expected for the VRods) that was located in single-copy sequences immedi-
ately centromere proximal to the X and Y telomeric telomere (which has a single Y element), there is a
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weak band of hybridization at approximately the size cells with a double Y element. Such Y amplification
events have been observed previously in tel1 mec1 strainsexpected for a VR telomere with two Y elements. It is
likely that the population of cells used for Southern (Ritchie et al. 1999).
We also crossed RCY308-10d:CR18 to the wild-typeanalysis of the control strain had a small number of
Figure 3.—Chromosome alterations leading to loss of CAN1 and distal DNA sequences. In a–c, chromosome V sequences are
shown by thin lines (centromeres indicated by circles) and sequences from a nonhomologous chromosome are shown by thick
lines; T indicates the telomeres. In a–c, the double-strand break that initiates exchange is on the nonhomologous chromosome
and the double-headed arrows show the position of the exchange. We assume that the event is nonreciprocal and that DNA
sequences that are unattached to centromeres are not stably maintained. In d, the VL sequences are shown by thin lines, and
the VR sequences are represented by thick lines. For each event, only the canavanine-resistant derivative is selectable. All
recombination events are assumed to involve little or no DNA sequence homology (consistent with the sequence analysis of
breakpoints in Figure 2). (a) Loss of CAN1 as a consequence of formation of two monocentric translocations. (b) Loss of CAN1
as a consequence of formation of a single dicentric translocation. (c) Loss of CAN1 as a consequence of a fusion between VL
sequences and telomeric repeats derived from a nonhomologous chromosome. (d) Loss of CAN1 as a consequence of a fusion
between VL sequences and telomeric repeats derived from VR.
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Figure 4.—Southern analysis of DNA isolated
from RCY308-10d:CR19, a strain with a fusion
between VL and XVL sequences, and RCY308-10d
(control strain from which RCY308-10d:CR19 was
derived). The DNA sequences at the breakpoint
of the rearrangement in RCY308-10d:CR19 indi-
cated a fusion at position 40705 of VL and 537 of
XVL (within the subtelomeric X repeat of XV).
P1 and P2 represent the positions of VL- and XVL-
specific probes, respectively (probes described in
materials and methods). (a, top) Restriction
maps of regions of the unrearranged VL and XVL
chromosomes derived from Stanford Genome Da-
tabase. (a, bottom) Expected restriction map
from the fusion chromosome. (b and c) Southern
analysis of DNA from RCY308-10d:CR19 (odd-
numbered lanes) and RCY308-10d (even-num-
bered lanes) using P1 (b) and P2 (c) probes. In
both b and c, the restriction enzymes used were
Bcl I (lanes 1 and 2), SphI (lanes 3 and 4), SpeI
(lanes 5 and 6), and PvuII (lanes 7 and 8). Note
that the hybridization bands in DNA of RCY308-
10d:CR19 are at the same positions in gels probed
with P1 and P2.
haploid strain DFS188 and examined the viability of tion of dicentric chromosomes and acentric fragments
(Haber et al. 1984).spores of the resulting diploid strain (MD150). The
percentages of tetrads with 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 viable spores
were 7, 13, 31, 32, and 17, respectively; the total spore
DISCUSSION
viability was 40%. Thus, compared to the control diploid
strain (TPY101, described above), there was a significant Strains with the double tel1 mec1 genotype have a
much stronger phenotype than that observed in strainsloss of spore viability. This type of inviability is expected
in strains heterozygous for a circular chromosome, since with the tel1 or mec1 single mutations in a variety of
assays of genome stability. The specific assays for ge-meiotic recombination events between a linear and cir-
cular chromosome would be expected to result in forma- nome stability that have been used include sensitivity
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Figure 5.—Analysis of chro-




by gel electrophoresis, using ei-
ther TAFE (a) or CHEF (b and
c) gels. The size standards were
commercially available marker
yeast chromosomes from New
England Biolabs. Following gel
electrophoresis, DNA molecules
were transferred to nylon mem-
branes and hybridized to chro-
mosome-specific probes [YIp5
for chromosome V and a PCR
fragment containing ARG4 sequences for chromosome VIII (primer sequences given in materials and methods)]. (a) Gel
analysis of chromosome V from strain YPH80 (lane 1, marker chromosomes), W303a (lane 2, control wild-type strain), and
RCY308-10d:CR2 (lane 3, canavanine-resistant derivative with point mutation in CAN1). (b) Analysis of chromosome V from
RCY308-10d (lane 1, control tel1 mec1-21 strain), RCY308-10d:CR19 (lane 2, V/XV translocation), and RCY308-10d:CR2 (lane
3). (c) Analysis of chromosomes V and VIII from RCY308-10d:CR2 (lanes 1 and 3) and RCY308-10d:CR18 (lanes 2 and 4). The
nylon filter was first hybridized with the chromosome V-specific probe (lanes 1 and 2) and then stripped and reprobed with the
chromosome VIII-specific probe (lanes 3 and 4).
to DNA damaging agents (Morrow et al. 1995; Usui et nome. These DSBs could generate the types of chromo-
some aberrations shown in Figure 3, a and b. Consistental. 2001); measurements of telomere length and the
rates of cellular senescence (Ritchie et al. 1999); rates with this possibility, strains with mec1 (Tercero and
Diffley 2001) and rad53 (Lopes et al. 2001) mutationsof deletions and other gross chromosomal rearrange-
ments (Myung et al. 2001b); and rates of chromosome are defective in maintaining blocked DNA replication
forks, and it has been suggested that aberrant processingloss, mitotic recombination, and forward mutation rates
(as reported above). of blocked replication forks may lead to DSBs (Lopes
et al. 2001). In addition, Merrill and Holm (1999)The elevated levels of mitotic recombination and
chromosome loss observed in tel1 mec1 strains suggest showed accumulated single-stranded DNA synthesis in-
termediates in mec1 strains and suggested that thesehigh levels of DNA damage. There are two nonexclusive
explanations for the elevated rates of DNA damage. intermediates would be processed into double-stranded
DNA breaks during DNA replication.First, wild-type yeast strains may have intrinsically high
levels of spontaneous DNA damage, but this level of Our studies are in good agreement with the very high
rate of GCRs observed in tel1 mec1 cells and the lowDNA damage is efficiently repaired by a Mec1p-/Tel1p-
dependent mechanism. Second, the tel1 mec1 strains rate of GCR seen in tlc1 cells (Myung et al. 2001a,b).
Hackett et al. (2001) recently showed that yeast strainsmay have a type of DNA damage that is not observed
in wild-type strains. Although both of these mechanisms with a mutation in est1 had elevated levels of mutations
in the CAN1 assay and high levels of chromosome rear-may contribute to the genomic instability observed in
tel1 mec1 strains, on the basis of the types of chromosome rangments. Although the tlc1 mutation used in our study
and that of Myung et al. (2001a,b) would be expectedalterations observed in the canavanine-resistant mutants
derived in the tel1 mec1 genetic background, we favor to result in a similar phenotype as the est1 mutation
used by Hackett et al., one difference is that our experi-the second explanation.
What types of DNA damage could be responsible for ments were performed with survivors, whereas those of
Hackett et al. were done with est1 cells at various stagesthe elevated level of genome instability in tel1 mec1 strains?
We suggest that there are two types leading to two classes of the senescence process. They found that the est1
mutator phenotype was strongest in the cells that wereof genome instability. First, the loss of telomeric repeats
in tel1 mec1 strains results in the recognition of the growing poorly, and much of this phenotype was lost
after survivors were generated. Since the experimentstelomeres as double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) that
require repair. Use of telomeres as recombination sub- of Myung et al. (2001a,b) were done with tlc1 strains
prior to the onset of survivors, however, there appearsstrates could result in formation of chromosome aberra-
tions such as those shown in Figure 3, c and d. A similar to be a significant difference in genomic instability in
tlc1 and est1 strains.hypothesis was previously used by McEachern and Iyer
(2001) to explain the elevated levels of recombination Although tel1 mec1 strains have elevated rates of sev-
eral types of genomic instability, the absolute rates ofof subtelomeric sequences in Kluyveromyces lactis strains
with short telomeres. Second, we postulate that tel1 mec1 instability are quite different for the different assays
(Tables 2 and 3): rates (events per cell division) of aboutstrains have elevated levels of DSBs throughout the ge-
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Figure 6.—Southern analysis of DNA isolated
from RCY308-10d:CR18, a strain with a circular
derivative of chromosome V. (a) The placement
of the restriction sites is based on information in
the Stanford Genome Database. In addition to
the depicted restriction sites, ApaI and BssHII cut
19 and 57.3 kb, respectively, centromere proximal
to J1; SfiI cuts 392 kb centromere proximal to J2.
The coordinate for the J2 junction indicated in
parentheses is an extrapolation of the informa-
tion in SGD, since the full sequence of chromo-
some VR is not present. The subtelomeric repeats
of X and Y are shown as shaded and hatched
rectangles, respectively. The terminal poly(G1-3T)
tract is shown as an open rectangle and the hybrid-
ization probe is indicated by a solid rectangle.
(b) Southern blot of DNA isolated from RCY308-
10d:CR18 (odd-numbered lanes) and the control
strain RCY308-10d (even-numbered lanes) hy-
bridized to a VR-specific probe (indicated by P in
a). Restriction enzymes used in the analysis were:
BssWI  SfiI (lanes 1 and 2), SfiI (lanes 3 and 4),
BsaWI (lanes 5 and 6), BspEI (lanes 7 and 8), BssHII
(lanes 9 and 10), AseI (lanes 11 and 12), and ApaI
(lanes 13 and 14). The expected sizes of DNA
fragments if RCY308-10d:CR18 has a circular
chromosome (observed sizes in parentheses) are:
BsaWI  SfiI, 8.9 kb (9 kb); SfiI, 392 kb (	20 kb);
BsaWI, 12.2 kb (11.5 kb); BspEI, 16.1 kb (15 kb);
BssHII, 66.5 kb (	20 kb); AseI, 11.1 kb (12 kb); and
ApaI, 27.7 kb (	20 kb). The expected sizes of the
DNA fragments for RCY308-10d (observed sizes
in parentheses) are: BsaWI  SfiI, 8.5 kb (8.2 kb);
SfiI, 392 kb (	20 kb); BsaWI, 8.5 kb (8.2 kb);
BspEI, 8.5 kb (8.2 kb); BssHII, 9.5 kb (9.3 kb); AseI,
9.7 kb (10 kb); and ApaI, 8.9 kb (8.8 kb). (c)
Southern blot of DNA isolated from RCY308-
10d:CR18 (odd-numbered lanes) and the control
strain RCY308-10d (even-numbered lanes) hy-
bridized to a Y-specific probe. The same samples
used in b were treated with the same restriction
enzymes and loaded in the same order on the gel.
The bands shown as black dots in lanes containing
RCY308-10d:CR18 are the sizes expected for the
circular chromosome V. Lanes marked with open
circles are the sizes expected for the linear chro-
mosome V. The bands marked with triangles are
approximately the sizes expected for integration
of a second Y at VR in a subset of cells with a
linear chromosome V; their sizes also correspond
to those of some of the weakly hybridizing bands
observed in b.
103 for chromosome loss, 104 for mitotic recombina- recombination and chromosome loss, mutation rates in
the tel1 mec1- sml1 strain are about fourfold highertion, and 105 for mutations. Although the tel1 mec1-21
and tel1 mec1- sml1 strains have similar rates of mitotic than those observed in the tel1 mec1-21 strain. One inter-
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